More than 45 Years in Pro Audio
The company SOLTON was founded in 1972 by Mr. Josef Sperl.
The invention of innovative products like rotating speaker cabinets and
professional Entertainer keyboards in the 80's and 90's led to the reason that
SOLTON reached a leading position on the worldwide market.
Own production of high power aa-CRAAFT © loudspeakers, PRO-PA-System
and amplification expanded the sales program with great success, offering a
wide product-line under the brands "SOLTON" and "aa CRAAFT", with all the
experience of more than 45 years in the PRO-audio-field, a high quality standard
is guaranteed with an excelent sound, developed by German engineers, taken
over by many artists and theater and concerts.
Quality, compactness and a realistic cost-benefit ratio is our maxim.
In the year 2011 the company was renamed in "SOLTON acoustic" leaded by
Sebastian Sperl.
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HISTORY
Founded in 1972
by Mr. Josef Sperl

Innovative products like rotating speaker cabinets and
professional Entertainer keyboards in the 80's and 90's led to the reason that
SOLTON reached a leading position on the worldwide market.

Own production of high power aa-CRAAFT © loudspeakers, PRO-PA-System
and amplification expanded the sales program with great success, offering a
wide product-line under the brands "SOLTON" and "aa CRAAFT",

Developed by German engineers, taken
over by many artists and theater and concerts.
Fats Domino European tour with complete SOLTON equipment. Major events
such as OLYMPIA Sarajevo Hahnenkamm race Kitzbuehel (Austria ).

Restructuring of the company focusing on the
production of SOLTON "High Class" Pro Audio Facilities
from Entertainer to major events and Installation.
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HERE and NOW

In the year 2011 the company was renamed in
"SOLTON Acoustic" leaded by
Sebastian Sperl.

After more than 47 years SOLTON open their new Headquarter.
Still located in Pocking, Germany with new office, showroom,
work shop, bigger warehouse and R&D section.
You‘re welcome to visit us!

Quality, compactness and a realistic cost-benefit ratio is our maxim.
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PRODUCTS
SELFPOWERED SPEAKERS
coaxial monitor, active satellite, subwoofers,
DSP, 2 way active, T SERIES

PASSIVE SPEAKERS
high power passive cabinet,
mobile or installation, HD SERIES

AMPLIFIER & DSP
DX SERIES digital 2 and 4 Channel Amps
1 HU digital system processor

INSTALLATION
smal size powerfull cabinets
big output with FOCUS

LINE ARRAY
CL SERIES
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PRODUCTS

2.1 active SYSTEMS
ACT SAT, Lucky MiX, Twin Array

ACTIVE SYSTEMS
complete active systems with internal DSP and power amps

PASSIVE SYSTEMS
complete systems with DSP and Amplifier

SUBWOOFER
powerfull subwoofers

Interessted in? Any questions? Contact us.
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REFERENCE
SLOVENIA

PORTUGAL

LATVIA

RUSSIA

HUNGARY

GERMANY

KOREA
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And many more

SOLTON Acoustic GmbH & Co. KG
Oberer Mühlweg 6 / D 94060 Pocking / Rottau
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 85 31 / 91 38 80
Fax:+49 (0) 85 31 / 97 85 07
Email: info@solton-acoustic.com
Web: www.solton-acoustic.com
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